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BEFORE THE MOTOR ACCIDENT CLAIMS TRIBUNAL NO.2, 

KAMRUP (M), GUWAHATI

Present : Shri D. Bhattacharjee, AJS

Member, M.A.C. T. No.2,

Kamrup (M), Guwahati

MAC Case No.381 of 2014

Smt. Ramesha @ Ramish Begum  … Claimant

 

      -Versus-

1. The Oriental Insurance Company Ltd.

2. Sri Swapan Kumar Saha

3. Shri Mohan Gowala ...Opposite Parties

 

NAME OF THE ADVOCATES WHO APPEARED IN THIS CASE 

1. For the claimant : Shri Sanjay Singh & Ms. Elufa Begum

2. For the O.P. No.1 : Smt. S. Adwani

3. For the O.P. No.2 : Hamidur Rahman, G. Alom, N Goswami

DATES OF THE CASE

1. Claim petition filed on : 26-02-2014

2. Evidence recorded on : 08-06-2015

3. Arguments heard on : 14-03-2017

4. Judgment delivered on : 15-03-2017 

J U D G M E N T

1. This is an application filed under section 166, r/w section 140 of the 

Motor  Vehicles  Act,  1988,  by  the  claimant  praying  for  granting  compensation  on 

account of the injury sustained by her in a motor vehicle accident occurred on 23-12-

2013.

2. The case of the claimant in brief is that on 23-12-2013, at about 09:00 
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A.M., she was travelling by a motorcycle as a pillion rider from Missa side towards 

Jakhalbandha side, and on the way, when she reached at  Balibat Tiniali,  the JCB 

Excavator bearing registration No.AS-02-AC-0381 knocked the motorcycle from the 

wrong side, as a result of which the accident occurred and she sustained grievous 

injuries on her person. Immediately after the accident, the injured was taken to the B. 

P. Civil Hospital, Nagaon and thereafter she was admitted at the GMCH, Guwahati for 

her treatment. It is further stated that the accident occurred due to the rash and 

negligent driving of the JCB Excavator on the part of its driver. In connection with the 

accident, the Koliabor P.S. Case No. 145 of 2013 was registered for commission of 

offences punishable under section 279, 304(A), 338 & 427 of the Indian Penal Code 

and investigated the case.

3. The claimant’s  further  case  is  that  at the  time of  the accident  the 

injured was aged about 45 years and was a housewife. Therefore, she has filed this 

claim case claiming compensation of Rs.5,00,000/- (rupees five lakh) only.

4. The  opposite  parties  Nos.1  &  2  have  contested  the  case  by  filling 

written statement and the case proceeded ex-parte against the O.P. No.3 driver of the 

offending vehicle.

5. By filling written statement, the O.P. No.1 the Oriental Insurance Co. 

Ltd. has denied the averments of the claimant and asked the claimant to prove the 

contents  thereof  by  producing  accident  information  report,  medical  disability 

certificate and prescriptions,  bills  and vouchers etc.  The answering O.P. No.1 has 

denied the rash and negligence on the part of the driver of the offending vehicle at  

the time of the alleged accident and asked the claimant strictly to prove the accident 

by producing proper documents. The answering opposite party has further pleaded 

that  their  liability  is  subject  to  the  terms  and  conditions  of  the  insurance  policy. 

Further, prayed to exonerate it from all the liabilities if there is any violation of terms 

and conditions found as per the provisions of the Motor Vehicle Act, 1988.

6. The  opposite  party  No.2  the  owner  of  the  offending  vehicle  have 

denied the statements made in the claim petition and has asked the claimant to prove 

the same by adducing cogent evidence. He has also stated that at the time of the 

alleged  accident,  the  offending  vehicle  was  also  duly  insured  with  the  O.P.  No.1 

insurance company vide policy No.311800/44/2013/316/107 and it was valid up to 30-

12-2013. Therefore, he has stated that if any compensation is awarded, the same 

shall be payable by the O.P. No.1 insurance company to the claimants.

7. From the pleadings the issues are framed:- 
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I. Whether the claimant Ramesha @ Ramish Begum sustained injuries 

in the alleged accident dated 23-12-2013 involving the vehicle No.AS-

02-AC-0381 JCB Excavator and whether the said accident took place 

due to the rash and negligent driving of the driver of the offending 

vehicle ?

II. Whether the claimant is entitled to get any compensation for the 

injuries sustained by him/her and if yes, to what extent and by whom 

amongst the opposite parties, the said compensation amount will be 

payable?

8. During the course of hearing, the claimant examined  herself as sole 

witness. The Opposite Parties has examined none.

9. Heard argument of learned counsels for both the parties. Perused the 

record.

DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF

10. I have carefully examined the evidence on record and after hearing the 

arguments advanced by the learned counsel for the claimant and the Opposite Party 

No.1, give my decision on the above issues as follows:

ISSUE NO.I

11. PW-1 Smt. Ramesha @ Ramish Begum, the claimant has stated in the 

affidavit of her examination-in-chief  that,  on 23-12-2013, at about 09:00 A.M., she 

was travelling by a motorcycle as a pillion rider from Missa side towards Jakhalbandha 

side, and on the way, when she reached at Balibat Tiniali, the JCB Excavator bearing 

registration No.AS-02-AC-0381 knocked the motorcycle from the left side as a result 

of which accident occurred and she sustained grievous injuries on her person. 

12. She has exhibited as  Ext.-1 copy of  charge-sheet;  he Ext.-2 coy of 

seizure list; the Ext.-3 copy of medical report; the Ext.-4(1 to 21) medical reports, 

prescriptions ad bills and the Ext.-5 discharge-certificate. 

13. During cross-examination she has deposed that she has not submitted 

the accident information report in Form-54. She has denied the suggestion that the 

JCB vehicle was not involved with the accident and was not at fault on the part of the 

driver. 
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14. I have gone through the evidence adduced by the claimant and also 

perused the Ext.-1 charge-sheet. The charge sheet of Kaliabor P. S. Case No. 145 of 

2013 clearly reveals that on 23-12-2013, at about 09:00 A.M. the claimant has met 

with a motor vehicular accident at Balibat Tiniali involving the vehicle JCB Excavator 

bearing registration No.AS-02-AC-0381 and as a result of the accident the driver of 

the  motor  cycle  expired  and  the  present  claimant  viz.  the  pillion  rider  sustained 

injuries. It is further revealed that after full jacket investigation, having been found 

prima facie case of rash and negligent driving police submitted charge sheet against 

the driver of the offending vehicle Sri  Mohan Gowala the opposite party No.3 u/s 

279/304(A)/338/427 of IPC. 

15. The above evidence of the claimant side could not be demolished by 

the opposite party either by cross examination or by adducing rebuttal evidence.  

16. In the present context, a decision of the honourable Delhi High Court 

has been referred. In the case of Bala & Ors –Vs- Motichand Gupta Ors reported in 

2006 STPL (Comp) 77 DEL; [1(2006)ACC377; 2005 ACJ 1918] the honourable Delhi 

High Court has held in Para No.6 as follows:

Plain reading of Section 158(6) and Section 166(4) of the Act  

shows that even the charge-sheet submitted by the police officer to  

the Tribunal is to be treated as an application for compensation by the  

claims  Tribunal.  Once  the  charge-sheet  is  forwarded  to  the  Claims  

Tribunal, the Tribunal is immediately made aware that the accident has  

been caused by the offending vehicle and the Tribunal in that case is  

not required to go into any further technicality to direct the claimants  

to still prove that the offending vehicle was involved in the accident  

unless,  of  course,  the  party  opposing  the  petition  denies  the  

involvement of such vehicle. In the present case, neither the owner nor  

the  driver  denied  the  involvement  of  the  offending  vehicle  in  the  

accident. In that view of the matter, immediately after the report was  

filed, either by the police officer under Section 158(6) of the Act or was  

produced in Court by the claimants as certified copy Exh.-P-I, in my  

opinion, Claims Tribunal ought not to have discarded the same. As the  

Tribunal  has  itself  observed  that  strict  rules  of  evidence  are  not  

observed in proceeding before the Tribunal, the Tribunal should not  

have  taken  a  technical  view  that  the  charge-sheet  and  other  

documents certified copies of which were produced before it  should  

have still  been proved by a witness.  A perusal  of  the charge-sheet  
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clearly shows that it was the offending vehicle, which was involved in  

the accident and the driver of the vehicle had been charged to face  

trial for an offence punishable under Section 279/304(A) of the Indian  

Penal Code.

17. I would also like to refer a decision of the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court 

in the case of Godavari Devi Sarma and Ors –Vs- United India Insurance Co.  

Ltd. and Ors, 2012 (4) GLT 516, and the relevant paragraph No. 14 of which is 

reproduced below:

“14. Moreover, while conducting the inquiry into a claim under  

section 166 of  the M.V.Act,  the Tribunal  is  not  expected  to  

search for proof or evidence beyond reasonable doubt, rather  

it  is  preponderance  of  probability,  what  the  tool  is,  for  

assessment  of  the  evidence.  The  Tribunal  can  arrive  at  its  

finding  on  the  prima  facie  materials,  such  as  the  First  

Information Report to presume existence of the certain facts,  

in  absence  of  other  evidence  which  might  debase  such  

presumption.” 

18. Considering  the  above  oral  as  well  documentary  evidence  of  the 

claimant side and relying upon the above referred principles of law laid down by the 

honourable High Courts, it is very much clear that the accident was taken place due to 

the fault of the offending vehicle No.AS-02-AC-0381 (JCB Excavator) and as a result of 

the accident the claimant has sustained injury and the accident occurred due to rash 

and negligence only on the part of the driver of the JCB Excavator bearing registration 

No.AS-02-AC-0381.

19. In view of the above discussion, it must be held that on 23-12-2013, at 

about 09:00 A.M., at Balibat Tiniali under Koliabor Police Station, an accident occurred 

due to the rash and negligent driving of the JCB Excavator bearing Regd. No.AS-02-

AC-0381  on the part of its driver and the said accident has caused injuries to the 

claimant Smt. Ramesha @ Ramish Begum. Therefore, the issue No.I is decided in the 

affirmative in favour of the claimant.

ISSUE NO.II

20. As  the  said  accident  has  arisen  due  to  the  rash  and  negligent 

driving of the JCB Excavator bearing registration No.AS-02-AC-0381 on the part of its 

driver and the said accident has caused injuries to the claimant Ramesha @ Ramish 

Begum, the claimant is entitled to receive just amount of compensation. 
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21. Now, let us decide what should be the just and proper compensation 

under the facts and circumstances of the case.

22. It is found from the evidence on record that the injured Ramesha @ 

Ramish Begum sustained injury due to the accident and she has submitted the bills 

and vouchers to prove her expenditure incurred for her treatment. Ext.-4(1 to 21) are 

those documents. On careful scrutiny of these documents, it transpires that though 

the claimant has submitted the bills and vouchers of Rs.4,607/- but the vouchers of 

Rs.2,647/- has been found to be relevant and supported by prescriptions. As such the 

claimant is entitled to get Rs.2,647/-  towards medical expenses. 

23. The claimant has submitted discharge certificate vide Ext.-5 issued by 

the  GMCH,  Guwahati,  which  shows  that  the  injured  was  shifted  to  the  GMCH, 

Guwahati for her treatment. On perusal of these documents it is also revealed that the 

injured sustained compound fracture of neck of  2nd and 3rd metacarpal  right  side. 

Conservative treatment was provided to her.

24. The  claimant  in  her  claim petition  has  stated  that  that  due  to  the 

accident, she has sustained injury on her body and at the time of accident she was 

housewife. But she has not proved how much income she has lost due to the injury 

sustained in the accident, by adducing any cogent evidence, still it is to be presumed 

from the nature of injury that she could not participate in the house hold work for at 

least one month and as such keeping notional income, the ends of justice would meet 

if Rs.4,000/- is treated as loss of actual earnings during the one month.  Moreover, 

considering the nature of the injury sustained by the claimant and in absence of any 

contrary medical evidence on record, this Tribunal considers that the injury sustained 

by  the  claimant  was  grievous  in  nature  and  hence,  an  amount  of  Rs.30,000  is 

awarded towards pain, shock and sufferings.

25. Apart  from  that  Rs.5,000/-  is  awarded  to  the  claimant  towards 

transportation.  Besides  above,  the  claimant  is  also  entitled  to  an  amount  of 

Rs.10,000/-  towards  nutritious  diet,  cost  of  attendant  etc.  Except  the  aforesaid 

amount the claimant is not entitled to any other amount as compensation. Now, the 

computation of the total amount of compensation is made as follows:

Medical expenditure : Rs.  2,647/-

Travelling expenditure : Rs.  5,000/-

Loss of actual earnings for one months:                  Rs. 4,000/-

Nutritious diet, cost of attendant etc.        : Rs.10,000/-

Pain, shock and sufferings etc.                      :                 Rs.30,000/-       
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Total :           Rs.51,647/-

Rs.51,647/-is round figured as Rs.51,650/-

26. Now let us decide who amongst the opposite parties is liable to pay the 

compensation amount. 

The claimant has stated in the claim petition that on the day of the said 

accident,  the  offending  JCB Excavator  bearing  registration  No.AS-02-AC-0381 was 

insured with the Opposite Party No.1 Insurance Company vide Policy No.311800/44/ 

2013/316/107. The Opposite Party No.1 Insurance Company has failed to prove that 

the JCB Excavator vehicle was not insured with it. The Ext.-2 seizure list also shows 

that at the time of the alleged accident the offending vehicle was duly insured with 

the O.P. No.1. Therefore, as there is no denial of the fact by the Opposite Party No.1 

Insurance Company that at the relevant point of time, the vehicle in question was 

insured with it and the policy was very much in force and in existence, Section 149 of 

the M.V. Act, 1988 casts a duty on the insurer to satisfy the judgment and award 

against the persons insured in respect of third party risks. The Opposite Party No.1 

Insurance Company also did not try to prove that there has been violation of the 

terms and conditions of the policy or that the driver was not entitled to drive the 

offending vehicle.

27. In view of the above discussion, it is held that at first, the Opposite 

Party No.1 the Oriental Insurance Company Ltd. is to satisfy the award. The issue is 

decided accordingly in favour of the claimant.
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O R D E R

28. In the result, the claim petition is allowed on contest and an amount of 

Rs.51,650/-  (Rupees fifty one thousand six hundred and fifty) only,  is awarded as 

compensation to the claimant Smt. Ramesha @ Ramish Begum with interest @ of 6% 

(six) p.a. from the date of filing of the claim petition till payment thereof. The opposite 

party No.1, the Oriental Insurance Company is to satisfy the award, the insurer of the 

offending JCB Excavator bearing registration No.AS-02-AC-0381, is directed to pay the 

compensation amount within 30 days of delivery of the judgment.

29. In the facts and circumstances of the case, parties are left to bear their 

own costs. 

30. The MAC Case is disposed of accordingly.

31. Signed, sealed and delivered in the open Court on this the 15 th day of 

March, 2017, in Guwahati.

(Shri D. Bhattacharjee)

Member, M.A.C.T. No.2,

Kamrup (M), Guwahati

Dictated & corrected by me.

(Shri D. Bhattacharjee)

Member, M.A.C.T. No.2,

Kamrup (M), Guwahati
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